INTRODUCTION
Behaviors in the video assume some forms: people walking, cycling and jogging, bird, fishing, swimming, kangaroos jumping, water fountain spray, heartbeat, contrast agent by the tissue, MRI marker lines slowly disappear. The actions constitute the semantic component of the videos. Achieve or withdrawal represent these behaviors is the important step to understanding the semantics of videos. This also applies to boar den image data sets, the order is not instantaneous. Specific and particular object image may range according to posture, lighting, all kinds of noise, and misunderstandings in pictures obtain processes. Understand or extract indicates this is the most important thing to effectively indicating image data.
What action are the appropriated presentations of the video or image collection changes? Model in this article of natural happening, Vase Thompson thinks carefully study the deformation is crucial:
"Among the very big part of our important task is to compare the form and in their precise definition, deformation complex plans may be a easy to understand the phenomenon, although this figure itself is impossible to leave and undefined analysis."
There are many possible targets in a series of contrast images, i.e. the cluster -a partitioned data set similar set of discontinuous elements and deterioration -discloses a continued mode data set may have originated. As for the image, it could be regarded a high-dimensional data point (each pixel position corresponds to some data set components), and regression skills are often not effective, we have explained the "curse of dimensionality" [1] ). But, many different images and video can just be because a tiny number of aspects of freedom or setting close to some of these sub-sitting or coherent low-dimensional manifolds in high-dimensional space.
The principal objectives of manifold researching aims to restore the lower dimensioned manifold framework observed for the higher dimensioned data, and gain the objective of dimension reduce process. This is the most significant machine learning methods, with far-reaching applications and research in an area of computer utilizations [2] [3] [4] [5] . A manifold studying algorithm is on the base of angle measurement and weight, so the map for the higher dimensioned data per hyper sheered and maintaining internal communities through local conformal mappings. For a local tangent space alignment (LTSA) arithmetic [3] , and PCA can be used as the local tangent space [5, 10] , so the small coordinates of the projection to a lower dimensioned space the global affined transformation to obtain local coordinates entire low-dimensional space coordinates. But, using data sets LTSA should be smooth, different. These are the ideal suggestions, higher request data. Really, the tangent space alignments are sometimes suitable geometric form data. Higher dimensioned data are always complained, the devotion of the tangent space can be enhanced when the datasets away from the tangent space. To avoid this problem, in [4] ISOMAP geodesic distance arithmetic to use, it requires a lot of computation in dealing with large samples.
This article pays attentions to dimension reduced process arithmetic aiming to know differences in behavior or image statistics sets. The main contribution of this paper is as follows:
We present article worldwide perfect dimension reduced process arithmetic. This update arithmetic to measure the relationship between the sample and the orthogonal projection data set, achieving global embedding dimension reduction based on the most optimal angle.
GODR is a worldwide threads measures, and there is a good degree of public and PCA. It applies the angle between the sample is measured; it is not the main component of sensitive data.
GODR carry eigen decomposition in concentrated sample, to avoid overflowing the characteristics calculated using principal component analysis is very high dimensional models.
Facial description acknowledges experiments confirmed, GODR have better recognition consequences than the PCA.
II. DIMENSION REDUCTION METHODS
In the beginning, we offer a range of natural picture sets, there is a manifold framework. These models will highlight some of the measures, natural images are often different, and provides a graphic insight some usage dimension reduction picture. For everyone, we express topological manifold dimensions and generate an image.
Another proper case of point, the change is expressed in Fig. 1 . In this data set is a bird in the sky image), there have 2 aspects of freedoms: to incite rigid information as a bird wings, and a rigid deformation of birds past by cameras. The second aspect of freedom appear in the right column of this figure, pun bird flying in the same part of the cycle, but that the opposite from different directions.
This image topological manifold is specific. This is a photograph that is the most natural parameters of the cycle parameters codification which part of the image capture flight period, or a thread parameter encoded far away for the camera. Produced the number and nature image sets lower dimensional, however the non-linear structure as one shown below, this is very natural to regard arithmetic's to automatically discover the framework. In the past decade, a surprising amount of the arithmetic has been found, recently concluded that most of the highlighted widespread focusing on the region. In the part, we will provide most of other outstanding this arithmetic and demonstrate what options are important for this arithmetic is efficient pictures data.
Dimension reduction, and not threads dimension reduce process, is a corresponding principal component analysis, which seeks to get a lower dimensioned data sets parameterized nonlinear manifold lying in the higher dimensioned area. Generally, the data could be regarded as a point out of a roll. The coordinates of these points can be three (or more), there is a potential for twodimensional representation. Dimensionality reduction goal is to automate to inductive the models.
When an initiate statistics is located in an area, and dimension reduction aims to discover coordinates for each part in a tiny dimensioned field d.
A given input setting, which is the set of them, for more dimensions D, a parametric study generates a mapping f: retain some of the attribute structure X.
Not thread dimensionality reduce process of this issues for decades the most widespread interest. Nevertheless, for this investigation, we will begin to discuss the new focus on the topic when triggered by two arithmetic's (iso metric feature mapping (Isomap) and Locally Linear Embedding (liquid -liquid extraction method) are also given. Almost the identification time, the most famous Desktop computer store or processed power required from the analysis of big pictures and vided opens a fertile field of application of these methods. Liquid -liquid extraction are two ways Isomap, reflect the different measures to define more specifically the above, we these arithmetics are discussed first, and then give an overlook of the option.
A. Isomap:
Is a dimension reduction arithmetic Isomap retained the geometric characteristics of the input statistics. In fact, the objective is to regain an Isomap isometric,
, and dD  where, from all pairs of these samples ,
I.e., Isomap regains an embedded can be approximately same to the distance between the smallest road distances (defined in the figure neighbors in an initiate space). Here, we express the most significant steps of the arithmetic.
The last step you need to embed MDS Isomap use. MDS can be the symbol of a matrix eigenvalue issue is transformed into absolute co ordinate's pair wise distance in some (usually low) dimensional space.
There is original Isomap arithmetic and liquid -liquid extraction of data sets, such as the work of "cake" in Figure 2 . but, the data with higher curve, intersection and approaching self relation and convex sampling (in manifold space) lead two Isomap and liquid -liquid extraction failed. Table I show most of the recent changes, help to solve related backwards.
ST-Isomap is utilized to data in a time components, i.e., work of videos, or by modifying the structure of the local community and the distant matrix to narrow the distance between two adjacent space and time points. We are the landmark deal to leave Isomap right speed accuracy using only the set of the sample built-in steps. There has given the certain constraints in a sample of data points. Another arithmetic, semi-definite Embedding (SDE), and Isomap goal is to offer an isometric built-in. actually, the final step, using the same embedded. MDS main difference can be within the establishment of not difference matrix among all the pair of input samples. SDE is the application of semi-definite learning the kernel matrix. This method does succeed for non-convex, can be correctly expressed as Isomap with the parameter "P-shaped."
Self-organizing map, also called Kohonen attribute map, available at many of the arithmetic's in Tab. I indicated as the visualized method from higher dimensioned statistics, using a self-organizing map dimension reduction is later found the. Some go along the popular workspace of artificial intelligence net training using competitive learning to find a lower dimensioned built-in of input statistics.
Mapping method represents a higher dimensioned framework as a group in the grinding "Charts" or "pictures." Chart size can be fixed or can be extended to a number of assumptions are violated, i.e., native planarity. Liquid -liquid extraction compared, Isomap, many of the measures cannot offer a worldwide consistent set of input data parameterization, but the local area parameterization.
All the arithmetic expressed is essentially unsupervised; nevertheless, there is a relevant degree of full overviewed dimension reduce arithmetic becomes fluid -liquid extraction. The arithmetic often generally assumes that per sample is expressed as a native retention integration neighboring, however include additional constraints measures with the bias final solution. The following section expresses methods for their professional these usual arithmetic is a valid image.
III. GLOBAL OPTIMIZED DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION (GODR)
Described in the previous section, arithmetics have been developed for the general problem of dimensionality reduction. These can be directly applied to the image data set, the picture is considered as samples in a higher dimensioned picture area, per coordinate representative a pixel intensity value.
Since a group of image defines a set of projection in this very higher dimensioned area, dimension reduction can be applied directly to the point set; early literature provides results that a simple set of images. Three key challenges limit the effectiveness of direct application of dimensionality reduction arithmetic for image data in this way. First, the natural image is often a curved manifold in this space. Second, many dimensionality reduction arithmetic's do not give natural tool for projects and project a new image to the reinsurance manifold. That is, once the nonlinear dimensionality reduction is applied to a group of pictures, no natural tool to find the coordinates of embedding a new image, there is no natural tool with arguments on the manifold and generates a sample image. Third, the natural image data sets often arise from manifolds with cyclic parameter, which is a challenge many dimensionality reduction arithmetic.
Isomer estimation arithmetic is based on the distance between the images. Change this distance metric is a natural way to modify the behavior of this dimensionality reduction arithmetic. The most common distance metric is the Euclidean distance is reduced dimension. If the image is considered as samples in a higher dimensioned area, each dimension corresponding to the identity of a point, then the Euclidean distance corresponding to the calculated square root of sum of squares of differences in pixel intensity. However, the image usually changes because of movement and deformation of the objective on view. In these cases, other methods may be more faithfully from a different one pair of image capture.
The second major limitation is that most of the dimensionality reduction method defines a map for an initiate data set, where d is the low-dimensional embedding space. It is, the result is a map
or not, as may be most convenient,
This indicates that embedded dataset X is calculated, because the values are not explicitly defined. In addition, we are also problematic inverse map. As a projection, if Y can be not set at point definition, then either not well confined.
Although some general method proposed to calculate these "sample" forecast, which is that both in theory and practice, a huge challenge for nonlinear dimension reduced process skills. Generally speaking, these methods evaluate a new point embedded within the community by finding the master data set and interpolated embedded connection. Conversely, if we have a new embedded image coordinates, the coordinates for those generated by linear interpolation image is embedded in the vicinity.
In some problem areas, we are with additional information on the type of difference images. The case where the image is changed, because the Buddha deformation arithmetic agreement made clear deformation in each manifold coordinates using free-form deformation. Recently arithmetic, seeking to change the shape of the brain characteristics as they age, explicit consideration of infinite-dimensional manifolds diffeomorphic to realize the potential is converted to a regression model describes a degree of freedom while ignoring others.
Global dimension reduction of traditional algorithm measurement distance relationship. This paper proposes a measuring method of global optimization, data GODR. The relationship is between the measurement data of concentration of samples and their orthogonal projection. As the Angle of optimization, achieving global dimension reduction, embedded. Comparing with the global methods, the method is more efficient effects. Face expression recognition efficiency of the algorithm is verified by the experiments.
In order to decrease errors that regular data brought aims to enable the distance minimum between the subspaces:
( DD  . We should between centralized model and the orthogonal abjection, the maximum angle cosine sum of wealth; it can achieve the following optimization issue. Optimization function is as follows: 
 
or relevant eigenvector U ;
Step four. Finding Q that can be the 1st To obtain regular datasets, we train the datasets having the quantities function or plus a regular datasets. We derive these basses and the lower dimensioned data. Utilizing PCA subspace dimension reduction and can be got from GODR. After reducing dimension utilizing PCA or GODR is got through
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
With the method of subspace distance dimension reduction is effectiveness. With this offer, we are given the same criterion. PCA and GODR efficiency comparison effects can be found in tab II. Use face expressed data, respectively choose the 1200 pictures, there has gone experimental results: GODR PCA. Experimental results show that GODR can be most effective, look Fig. 2 ). Face expression identification to verify the sample (Fig. 3) . For the experiments, noised sample in PCA has enormous influence, however there is almost no effect GODR.
To discuss this, just dimension reduction method to find the original image is set low dimensional embedding. In general, the relevant data of semantic content is directly from these parameters. It formed many image dimension reduction image clustering or the earliest application of visualization, and understands its parameters. In this section, we summarize the work methods and nonlinear dimension reduction as a first step, in order to facilitate the commonly used computer vision tasks, i.e. pose estimation, image/video segmentation, object tracking [27] [28] [29] [30] . Fig. 3 compares the PCA method with GODR. GODR cluster on the vision, the query results of algorithm reveals the different types of Numbers, more compact, less than PCA for PCA exhibits a wider range [31, 32] of dispersion and two dimensional embedded in regards to space objects. In addition, by each other in our results on the cluster analysis, the distribution of widely accepted belief of different structure, again to verify these figures. Cluster number between 0 and 1, for example, a far cry from, from other Numbers. The confirmed number of 0 and 1 discriminatory best precision is a widely accepted belief. In addition, due to the organization chart 9 and 7, 6 and 8 involves a common feature, the daughter's problem is a visualization in 2D space, can be concluded, from the embedded greeting.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we present a novel global optimized dimensionality reduction (GODR) algorithm. This new algorithm to measure the relationship between the sample and the orthogonal projection data set, achieving global embedding dimension reduction based on the most optimal angle. GODR is a global linear methods, and there is a good degree of public and PCA. It uses the angle between the sample is measured; it is not the main component of sensitive data. GODR carry eigen decomposition in concentrated sample, to avoid overflowing the characteristics calculated using principal component analysis is very high dimensional samples. Facial expression recognition experiments confirmed, GODR have better recognition results than the PCA.
